
Homework 2: 
IRAF version

Install IRAF: these clear instructions work well

https://faculty1.coloradocollege.edu/~sburns/courses/18-
19/pc362/Anaconda_IRAF_install.html

Note that for every session you need to activate Python 2.7:

$ source activate iraf27

https://faculty1.coloradocollege.edu/~sburns/courses/18-19/pc362/Anaconda_IRAF_install.html


Homework 2: 
IRAF version

Start IRAF in the iraf directory 
you set up with the “cl” 
command
Go to the directory with the 
images:
cl>imhead framename lo+ 
will list the full header for one 
frame. GRANAME=‘mirror’ is 
direct imaging mode, 
REDFILT=‘B’ means the B filter 
was selected and in the beam



Homework 2: IRAF version

hselect can be used to 
pull out the fields you 
are interested in

This selection lists the 
file name, title, grating 
selection and filter
Note the title 
incorrectly stated the R 
filter for some of the 
frames

cl>epar hselect



These are the fields asked for in the homework: $I, title, 
EXPOSURE, EL, ROTPPOSN

you can have the information written out to a text file using 
the Unix redirect command

cl> hselect *.fits >lrisheader.txt



Image statistics: imstat

cl>imstat *.fits
Note the saturated 
frame 0085

cl>epar imstat



Bias correction
cl> display lris0232 (default zscale and zrange)



Bias correction
cl> display lris0232 zs- zr- z1=9500 z2=11700

Often it is useful 
to turn off the 
auto grayscale 
and set z1 (pixel 
value set to white) 
and z2 (pixel 
value set to black) 
by hand after 
looking at the 
image levels



cl>implot lris0232

amp1
amp2

This is a cut across 
the flat field in the 
previous page 
averaging 10 lines. 
You can see the 
prescan, the active 
areas of the CCD 
read from two 
amplifiers and the 
overscan for each 
amp



Colbias (ran script lblue_2amp.cl)

This is the resulting image with 
both overscans fit along 
columns and subtracted then 
the image trimmed to active 
area.

I usually output a new fits file 
renamed to indicate the 
reduction status, e.g.:

lris0086.fits ->    bt0086.fits

raw               bias corrected and trimmed



Cut through btxxx.fits

Difference here due to 
amplifier gain 
difference rather than 
bias offset (offset 
should be corrected) 



This is a dome flat 
after bias correction 
and timming. Can 
see:
• amplifier gain 

difference, 
• LRIS vignetting,
• out-of-focus dust,
• in-focus dust on 

CCD, 
• thickness variations
• dust on tertiary



Combine dome flats and twilight 
flats separately

I usually create some 
files that list frames of 
the different types. For 
example, Bdome.txt is a 
list of the dome flats. In 
IRAF you can use the 
“@” symbol to act on 
all the frames in the list



Five dome flats combined 
using averaging with min-max 
rejection for each (i,j) pixel 
and scaling each frame by the 
mode of the counts.
The scaling in this case 
corrects for small changes in 
the flat-field lamp brightness

In this case, reject only the 
highest pixel value for the 5-
frame stack (with dome flats 
this will only be cosmic rays)



Combining twilight flats I

• make a file with list of twilight flats (Btwi.txt)

• check headers for spectrometer mode (“mirror”) 
and filter (“B”)

• check count levels and discard from list 
saturated objects or those with mode >45000 
where linearity may be a problem

• Note – would usually do with the bias corrected 
and trimmed images



Combine twilight flats II
• Average with minmax rejection set 

asymmetrically to preferentially reject 
high counts in the pixel stack to eliminate 
stars and galaxies in the combined image

• For this case where the mean counts vary 
significantly between frames it is very 
important to scale images to the mode of 
the counts before doing the average and 
minmax rejection. Otherwise frames with 
high counts would be completely 
rejected.



I usually do some experiments 
like:
• combining evening flats and 

morning flats separately to see 
if dust showed up on a filter or 
mirror during the night

• divide the final combined dome 
flat by the final combined 
twilight to see if all the stars 
and galaxies were adequately 
removed in the twilights

This is the result of Dome/Twilight 
normalized to 1 (imdivide), 
displayed with z1=0.98 z2=1.02 



You can see some features:
• Difference in vignetting between 

the domes and twilights (twilights 
will better model the program images)

• Residuals from filter dust (small 
donuts) and tertiary/secondary dust 
(large donuts) due to (1) different 
illuminations of dome flat and 
twilight flat, (2) instrument flexure 
between telescope position/instrument 
rotation for the dome flat and twilight 
flats

• Possibly some low-level residuals 
from stars and galaxies that did not 
get 100% removed when combining 
twilight flats. I make a few twilight 
flats using larger and larger number 
for max reject and see when the flat 
no longer changes

• Imperfect correction of gain 
difference between amplifiers



Quantitatively: take a cut across columns averaging over lines
• Overall trend with amplitude of ~1% is illumination difference dome vs 

twilight
• Jump at amplifier switch is ~0.5%



Flat-field a program frame

For this case, have enough 
twilight frames, 24 with 
average counts of 40,000 e-
/pixel (inverse gain is 2 e-
/ADU), = 960,000 total 
detected e-. So, the S/N for the 
flat-field determination is:
SQRT(960,000)/960,000 = 
0.001 = 0.1%

Draco field with bias correction 
and triming



Draco 600s B exposure flat-fielded

Looks fine, but a little hard to 
evaluate with all the stars



M92 180 second B frame

Bias corrected 
and trimmed



M92 flat-fielded

Cut across columns looks flat 
including corners



M92
imexam and “m”

Look at the pixel count statistics 
from 5x5 boxes on the “sky”.
shot noise in the sky 
~SQRT(7360)=86e- is consistent 
with STDDEV of the 25 pixel 
boxes so poor flat-fielding is not 
contributing to pixel-to-pixel noise


